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Development of
luminous objects with
measured ray data
SPATIALLY RESOLVED RAY
MEASUREMENTS ON LAMPS AND LEDS
The setting up of physical ray models is an extremely sophisticated
process, with those models being able to reflect reality in an only
finitely exact way. The measured ray data describe the light source
with corresponding accuracy. The data thus found can be exported
into the data formats of all common simulation tools. Furthermore,
they improve the simulation of any luminous sources and speed up
the development process.
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or the measurement and evaluation
of LEDs, there are well-defined rules
and instructions defining those measuring procedures and instruments by means of which important LED parameters
can be determined [1,2,3].The methods of
measurement described in the relevant literature regard the LED as a point source
of light. For the development of modern
luminaires, headlamps or units which use
LEDs as light source, simulation tools such
as Speos or Asap are presently used. In
doing so, not only the LED as a point light
of source is described, but also the local
distribution of the LED radiation is taken
into consideration. The real radiation characteristics of lamps Le (x, y, z, ϑ, ϕ) is
determined either through complex modeling or through measurements. In many
cases, ray data are used which have been
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established by the lamp or LED manufacturers and made available to the user.
However, those data can also be measured
by a suitable measuring system, for example the goniophotometer type ›Rigo‹ according to Prof. Riemann [4,5,6,7]. These
devices use the image-resolved luminance
measuring system for measuring ray data
in the near field [8,9,10].

Measuring principle of the
near-field goniophotometer
The complete description of the radiation
conditions of a body requires to know the
radiance distribution Le (x, y, ϑ, ϕ, λ) in
all surface points (x, y, z) ∈ of the body.
These data can be obtained solely by applying image-resolved measuring proce-
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1 The picture coordinates and camera positions can be converted in spacial directions
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2 The far-field luminous intensity distribution can be calculated from the ray data

Recording the ray data on a cylindrical enveloping geometry
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Radiation characteristic I (ϑ, ϕ)

3 The conversion programm calculates the intersection points of the rays with the evelop

dures. In the case of the near-field goniophotometer type ›Rigo801‹, a measuring
camera is moved by the mechanical system of the goniophotometer on a spherical surface around the object of measurement. While doing so, the measuring camera captures image data in a
well-defined angular grid, with these data
being used to calculate a ray data record
L (x, y, ϑ, ϕ). Usually, the measuring camera is equipped with a specially adapted
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V (λ)-filter to measure luminances. By
using other suitable filters, for example
color-matching functions can be realized
to obtain multichannel color information
by running several series of measurement.
All luminance images taken together result in a four-dimensional data field L (x’,
y’, ϑK, ϕK). Through the optical image performed by the camera lens, the image
coordinates (x’, y’) – together with the information about the camera positions V
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4 Example of the strong distortion on glass elements of a D2 lamp

Spectrum of a white LED
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5 For white LEDs it is
necessary to know
the dependences on
the wavelength
because they are
position-dependent
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( ϑK, ϕK) - can be converted into spatial
directions (Figure 1). The data field measured contains all photometric information about the light radiation. From the
ray data, a number of derived measured
quantities such as the measured luminous
flux Φ and the far-field luminous intensity
distribution I (ϑ, ϕ) can be calculated
(Figure 2). A conversion program allows
the ray data to be output in the desired
data format. Here, a selectable number of
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0.0035

measuring system, the starting points of
the rays are found at first on the spherical surface described by the entrance pupil of the lens. The conversion program
transforms these starting coordinates
onto a selectable enveloping geometry by
calculating the intersection points of the
rays with this envelope (Figure 3). Rays
which do not intersect the envelope, will
not be exported into the target format.
The enveloping shapes presently available
are a circle, a cylinder, and a cuboid. The
geometrical parameters are usually chosen
such that an optimum convex envelope

6 Color image of an LED cluster

rays can be exported from the TechnoTeam
format into the standard formats for Asap,
Speos, LightTools, Zemax and LucidShape.
As the real geometry of the object of measurement cannot be determined by the

around the object of measurement results
in order to avoid any undercuts with possibly existing nearby objects during simulation. The devices of the ›RiGO801‹-series
allow the measurement of objects of most

Development of an LED bicycle headlamp

7 In the middle, the radiation characteristic of the LED (on the left) is shown, and the simulated optical path of the bicycle headlamp on the right
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ring complexity are available ranging from a simple
distribution of direction of
a point source of light and
complex physical models to
really measured ray data distributions. In many applications, either a physical
model or a model based on
measured ray data is necessary because optical components are arranged in the
immediate vicinity of the
lamp geometry.
The setting up of physical models is often extremely complex and requires
an exact definition of the
geometries and of both the
optical and thermal properties of all optically relevant
8 In the case of the control element in the passenger compartelements. Particularly in the
ment (on the left), the LED radiation is injected via optical wavecase of modern LED technoguide (in the middle); on the right: simulated ray distribution
logies and arc lamps, the
work to be invested in realistic models is immense. As an example,
various sizes, ranging from LEDs to lamps
Figure 4 shows the optical distortions on
and luminaires having a length of
a D2 lamp, which are difficult to model.
2000 mm. To be able to measure the ray
Measured ray data describe the real
characteristic of small objects such as
light source, thus making a complex phyLEDs or small lamps (up to 50 x 50 x
sical model superfluous. The combination
of the measured data with geometrical inCONTAC T
formation about the geometry of the light
source makes it possible to take the inTechnoTeam Bildverarbeitung GmbH,
fluence of the light source in the optical
98693 Ilmenau,
path (vignetting) into account. The real
Phone +49 (0) 36 77 /46 24 -0,
ray data distributions also consider the
Fax +49 (0) 36 77 /46 24 -10,
manufacturing tolerances, which have a
www.technoteam.de
disturbing effect particularly in the case
of small lamps such as LEDs. Furthermore,
several samples of a light source can be
50 mm3), a special LED goniophotometer
measured to determine the variability of
was designed (Title picture). Using these
the real parameters. Another important
devices, only those objects can be measuaspect is the determination of the specred which either fit into the goniometer
tral properties of light sources. The comcollision-free, or can completely be coveplete spatially resolved measurement of
red by the imaging system. On the other
the spectral distribution is metrologically
hand, the objects must not be too small
not practicable.
as otherwise the mechanical tolerances as
In the case of color LEDs (narrowband),
well as the imaging characteristics cannot
the integral spectral distribution is suffibe measured with sufficient accuracy.
cient in most cases to carry out simulations. For white LEDs, however, these data
Ray data
are not enough. It is necessary to know
of LEDs and arc lamps
the dependences on the wavelength (Figure 5) particularly because they are poIn order to obtain realistic simulation resition-dependent (blue diode and yellow
sults in the development of optical comdye geometrically separate in Figure 6),
ponents, the radiation characteristics of
i.e., they have a five-dimensional characthe light sources must be described very
teristic L (x, y, ϑ, ϕ, λ). Some first V
exactly. For this, various models of diffe-
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useable measuring results were obtained
with color filters. By inserting a blue and
a yellow filter, the ray data could be separated into blue and yellow rays in two
measurements. Furthermore, the direction-resolved measurement of spectra by
means of a spectrometer (option) is possible. The spectrometer is moved – together with the camera – by the mechanical
system of the goniophotometer on a spherical surface. The development of an LED
bicycle headlamp serves as an example
(Figure 7). Here, both the reflector and
the cap were optimized by using measured ray data of an LED (side emitting). In
this way, the system was realized with
only two iterations. Applications in the
case of which optical devices are arranged
in the extreme near field can practically
hardly ever be simulated without the real
ray data. An example is the light injection
into optical waveguides by means of an
LED. Figure 8 shows a control element for
the passenger compartment developed in
this way. The near-field goniophotometer
allows not only the complete ray data to
be obtained, but also single high-resolution luminance images and measuring series to be taken with the ›LMK2000‹ luminance measuring software. ■
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